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Set in the little village of Anatevka, the story centers on Tevye,
a poor milkman, and his five daughters. With the help of a
colorful and tight-knit Jewish community, Tevye tries to protect
his daughters and instill them with traditional values in the
face of changing social mores and the growing anti-Semitism
of Czarist Russia. Rich in historical and ethnic detail, Fiddler on
the Roof's universal theme of tradition cuts across barriers of
race, class, nationality and religion, leaving audiences crying
tears of laughter, joy and sadness. the united states is not an
island. our nation is part of a much larger whole. our nation
has obligations to the world. so do we. and so do our
traditions. are we willing to take our position on the roof of this
university, with violin in hand, and declare to the world,
tradition. our tradition. byu tradition. a refreshing comedic
romp, she loves me is the musical adaptation of the classic,
she loves me, by jerry bock and sheldon harnick. this
charming, charming show features music by jerry bock and
sheldon harnick (fiddler on the roof). book by joe masteroff
(cabaret). the mikos lazlos play parfuemerie, on which it is
based, has inspired many adaptations, including the beloved
films in the good old summertime and youve got mail. the
show features a star turn in tevye, among the most
memorable roles in musical theatre. mti's comprehensive
choreographic guide allows productions to retain original
director/choreographer, jerome robbins', classic staging. with
iconic and beloved songs such as sunrise, sunset, if i were a
rich man and matchmaker, matchmaker, fiddler on the roof is
the perfect mix of audience-pleasing humor and heart.
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